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(backward) Ray tracing 



Recursive ray tracing 



Recursive ray tracing 



Recursive ray tracing 

Each ray allowed a maximum of N bounces 
First N-1 bounces are specular (reflections) 
Last bounce allowed to be specular and/or 

 diffuse (apply chosen local lighting model) 
At every bounce spawn : (a) reflection, 

 (b) shadow, and (c) transmission rays 



Recursive ray tracing 

Implementation considerations 
 How do we find ray-object intersections? 
   How are objects modeled? 
   Acceleration structures? 
   How about normals? 

 How many samples per pixel? 



Beyond single-bounce tracing 

Specular-only bounces too heavy-handed 

 Hard shadows (with finitebounces) 

 Diffuse reflection too important to ignore 

How do we go beyond this 

 … but in a principled way? 



Solid angle 

3D solid angle measures 
the size of a cone 
subtended by a sphere 
patch, from the origin 

(entire sphere is     ) 4⇡



Radiance/Radiosity 

Radiance  
 Power per unit area, per unit solid angle 
 (incoming or outgoing) 

L(x,!) = d�/dAd!



Radiance/Radiosity 

Radiosity 
 Radiance summed up (integrated) over 
 all directions 

B(x)



BRDF 

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function 
 How much of the light coming from one 
 direction will bounce towards another? 



BRDF 

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function 
 At least 6 DOF, in 3D 
 Position, 2 angles, maybe wavelengths … 

f(x,! ! !0)





[Warning – Scary math ahead!] 
(don’t worry too much) 



Reflected radiance 

Brace yourselves … 

Lr(x,!r) =

Z
f(x,!i ! !r)Li(x,!i)cos✓id!i



Lr(x,!r) =

Z
f(x,!i ! !r)Li(x,!i)cos✓id!i

Reflected radiance 

Some good intuition 
 Light comes out because it came in from  
 somewhere (modulated by BRDF) 

 What about that cosine? 
  (remember it when you see “form factor”) 



The Rendering Equation 

G(x,x’) : “Form Factor” (remember cosine …) 
V(x,x’) : 0/1 based on visibility 
Note: Integral taken over surfaces (vs. angles) 

L(x,!) = E(x,!)+
Z

f(x,!,!0)G(x,x0)V (x,x0)L(x0,!0)dA0



The Rendering Equation 

Why is it sufficient ? 

 Camera can determine pixel value by 
 “collecting” radiance upon 1st bounce 
 The solution of the rendering equation 
 captures (in principle) the effect of infinite 
 bounces. 



The Rendering Equation 

Why is it hard ? 

 Integrals can’t be evaluated analytically 
 LHS and RHS of equation include the same 
 unknown function L 

 Dimensionality of problem doesn’t help … 



The Rendering Equation 

Signs of hope … iterative solution? 

(still need to cope with integrals)

L(k+1)(x,!) = E(x,!)+
Z

f(x,!,!0)G(x,x0)V (x,x0)L(k)(x0,!0)dA0




